8
0
149
8
0
0
13
11
1
22
10
1
1
224

Just after 2:00 am on Saturday, Murrieta Fire & Rescue, along
with the Murrieta Police Department and AMR Riverside County,
responded to reports of a traffic collision along Murrieta Hot
Springs Road near the Interstate 215 overpass. Units arrived to
find a vehicle that had collided with a signal light pole just west
of the bridge, which was fully involved with fire. An AMR
Ambulance arrived at the scene within moments and began
treating the driver/solo occupant, who had reportedly been
pulled from the vehicle by a group of passersby prior to the
vehicle catching fire. Murrieta Truck 1 and Engine 2 arrived a
short time later and had the fire knocked down within about 10
minutes. The driver was transported to a local hospital in
unknown condition, although his injuries were not believed to be
life threatening.
Photos and report by Joe Fanaselle
Murrieta Hot Springs Rd at SB 215 • June 15, 2019
Trucks 1, E-2 and MPD responded to a single vehicle
traffic collision with fire. T-1 arrived on scene to find
the vehicle fully involved with fire after colliding with a
street light. The vehicle fire was quickly extinguished
preventing any further damage to the exposures. The
patient was extricated from the vehicle by bystanders
prior to arrival. AMR and the E-2 firefighter paramedic
transported the patient with critical injuries. - DeGrave
Murrieta Fire & Rescue ● 41825 Juniper Street, Murrieta, CA 92562 ● www.MurrietaCA.gov ● 951.304. (FIRE) 3473

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous/severe weather
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS Calls – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:07
85.8% 88.5%
Turnout
1:34
87.5% 50.0%
Travel
8:24
70.0% 28.7%
Total Response
10:29
76.0% 39.6%
FIRE Calls – GOALS REACHED (8-week data)
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:45
78.0% 68.3%
Turnout
1:58
90.2% 65.9%
Travel
9:17
66.7% 11.9%
Total Response
11:58
73.8% 19.0%
FIRE PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
1
Plan Submittals
17
New Construction Inspections
102
Plan Submittal/Inspection Revenue
$12,966
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
22
Re-Inspections
14
Number of Violations
82
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$1,241
Code Enforcement
3
Public Education
Public Education Presented
0
Public Education Attendees
0
Fire Investigations
Investigations
0
Weed Abatement Notices
Developed Properties
N/A
Vacant Properties
N/A
Weekly DIF
$0
Weekly DIF
$0
“Oscar Wilde once said ‘be yourself, because everyone else is taken.”
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Captain Eric Ackerman

The Return of Measles

Fire Officer Development: Emergency Response,
Management and Leadership

EMS World • May 30, 2019 • Katherine West, RN, BSN, MSEd

Fire Engineering • June 8, 2019 • Chris Langlois

In 2000 the CDC considered measles eliminated in the U.S. Now
cases have returned. This article explores the history of measles
and its recent recurrence today in the U.S. and around the world.

Anyone who has seen the HBO Mini-Series “Band of
Brothers” knows who Major Richard Winters is. The leader of
Easy Company, 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment states in
his book, “Beyond Band of Brothers” that, “Having selected
the right men for the job, I then delegated the authority to
my subordinates and allowed them to use their initiative to
execute the mission. There is no need to tell someone how to
do his job if you have properly trained your team” (Winters,
2008).

First it is important to define the word outbreak. According to the
CDC, an outbreak is the occurrence of more cases of a disease
than would normally be expected in a specific place or group over
a given period. Based on this definition, one case can be an
outbreak. This definition is important when looking at numbers in
the areas of the U.S. reporting measles cases because they may
appear to be small.

One of the main jobs of a leader, is to create more leaders. In
addition to delegating authority to them, trusting and
supporting them, you must also train them. If you are a fire
chief, what are you doing to ensure that your official
organizational leaders, the company and chief officers, to
whom you delegate authority and trust, are being properly
prepared to do the job? Often this is not considered much.
Many times we think that if someone was a good firefighter,
or if they did well on a test and assessment center or
received enough votes in the annual department officer
elections, then they will be a successful officer.

A Brief History
In 1757, a Scottish physician first linked the cause of measles to
anFirst
infectious
agent.
In 1912, HERE
measles became a reportable
Responder
Information
disease under U.S. law. This required healthcare providers and
laboratories to report all cases to public health authorities. Local
numbers are sent to states, then states report to the CDC. This is
how all cases of communicable diseases are tracked.
In the first 10 years of reporting, at least 6,000 cases of measles
were reported to the CDC each year.
HERE

MORE

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

How communicators can identify and counteract
workplace burnout

Wildfire preparedness tips
NFPA • Pulled on June 12, 2019

ragan • June 12, 2017 • By Robert Bogue

Burnout might be the corporate epidemic of our age.

Before a wildfire threatens your area…

Workplace burnout is now an official medical diagnosis.
What can corporate communicators do to prevent and
mitigate this productivity killer?

In and around your home

Playing your role starts with understanding more about
burnout’s causes and symptoms.



Clear leaves and other debris from gutters, eaves, porches and
decks. This prevents embers from igniting your home.



Remove dead vegetation and other items from under your deck
or porch, and within 10 feet of the house. Learn more about
the basics of defensible space on the Firewise website.



Screen or box-in areas below patios and decks with wire mesh
to prevent debris and combustible materials from
accumulating.



Remove flammable materials (firewood stacks, propane tanks)
within 30 feet of your home’s foundation and outbuildings,
including garages and sheds. If it can catch fire, don’t let it
touch your house, deck or porch.

What is burnout?
The symptoms of burnout are exhaustion, cynicism and lack
of positive production. Sometimes it’s caused by overwork
or corporate mistreatment, but it’s often a natural result of
struggling to maintain a healthy work/life balance.
If you suspect that an employee is on the brink of burnout,
examine his or her workload—including taking a hard look
at stressful or unrealistic objectives, directives and quotas.

Article and video HERE

MORE HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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How Can You Reinvent Yourself?
Psychology Today • David Evans • May25, 2019

If you need to reinvent yourself, consider the life of
Henri Matisse.
He swept into the art cosmos like a blazing comet and
was world famous by his early 20s. His paintings were in
the most prestigious museums all over Europe. His only
close competitor was Pablo Picasso.

Me thinks someone lost a bet.

From his earliest beginnings, his paintings were a riot of
color, and he was associated with the group of painters
known as “The Fauvists” (the savages). Later on, in
addition to its charismatic coloration, his work was
noted for its flattened forms and antiphonal use of
decorative patterns.
Matisse’s mastery of painting technique was supreme.
But when Matisse was in his 40s, tragedy struck.
His body was invaded by cancer, and for the next several
years, he struggled mightily to free himself from the
disease. He traveled to exotic locales and tried every
kind of therapy available.

Dunno, but it looked suspicious.

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

And all the while he painted. Matisse held a strong,
mystical belief in the healing power of painting. HERE

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Shop roof repair

T2R: In service
E2: In service

Station 2: Painting

E3: In service
E3R: In service

Station 3: Transfer switch repair

E4: In service

Station 4: Roof repair

E4R: In service
E5: OOS – Transmission, AC
B2: In service

Station 5: Nothing to report

B3: In service
B4: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

California Wildfire
Updates HERE

WT: In service
A&L: In service
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group:
909-884-0133
Predictive
Services Website HERE
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Winners of the Fathers’ Day Car Show Fire Chief’s Trophy

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Command Pose

Caption this…
More Than Wild Hogs - Rest in Peace, Malibu
Fire Engineering • Ferguson • June 15

The Axemen lost another brother.
A few months ago, I shared a post about the
importance of maintaining some kind of balance
between the rigors of being a firefighter and
whatever else it takes to put a smile on your
face. Such a conversation usually starts with
family, extends to a few golf strokes, an annual
vacation, or maybe just hanging out with a pack
of buddies at the local McDonalds, telling lies
about the good ‘ole days.
At the time, David (Professor) and I were fresh
off of a 5,849-mile cross-country motorcycle
ride. My brother (Ferg) is firefighter and
member of the Axemen Motorcycle Club in
Washington State. For some time, he had been
trying to convince me to join, so last August we
decided to embark on a trip to the mother
chapter in Detroit. Each day, Axemen from other
states joined our convoy– I think we rolled in
tight with 25 to 30 scrappy looking bikers, before
finally settling in at the Motor City Casino.
The trip spawned some amazing memories and a
lot of laughs. It also provided me with a lot of
time to think, particularly about what’s
important in life and how I had been spending
my time.
HERE

Corinth Drive • June 16, 2019 • 6:04 p.m.
All fire units were dispatched to a shed fire
next to a house. Engine 2 made an aggressive
fire attack, confining it to the exterior with
only a moderate degree of damage to the
residence.
The fire was determined to have been caused
by an unspecified electrical malfunction within
the shed.
During this incident, there were two additional
medical calls for service which were handled
by Engine 4 after being diverted from the fire
prior to arrival. – Captain Lapi

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Family Grad Photos

Andy Spada’s g-daughter

Jennifer and son, Ryan

Chris Brann and Gabby, with Desirae Avalos

Its official!! Goodbye middle
school and hello to high school!!
Maria and Thomas Ferguson

Jeff Asbury and his daughter,

Congratulations Sissy Mae

Mckailee

Class of 2023

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

